Rare term vector replacement (RTVR) is a novel technique for dimensionality reduction. In this paper, we introduce an updating algorithm for RTVR. It is capable of updating both the projection matrix for the reduction and the reduced corpus matrix directly, without having to recompute the expensive projection operation. We introduce an effective batch updating algorithm, and present performance measurements on a subset of the Reuters newswire corpus that show that a 12.5% to 50% split of the documents into corpus and update vectors leads to a three to four fold speedup over a complete rebuild. Thus, we have enabled optimized updating for rare term vector replacement.
Introduction
Rare term vector replacement (RTVR) is a recently developed linear dimensionality reduction technique for term frequency vectors (Berka and Vajteršic, 2011) . It is easily and rapidly computed, patent-free, and produces a semantically meaningful multivariate space with a significantly reduced dimensionality. Furthermore, the method has been parallelized for data and task parallelism (Berka and Vajteršic, 2013) .
The construction of this representation is based on document-scope term cooccurrences. Rare terms that occur only in δ documents or fewer are eliminated by replacing them with the average vectors of the documents that contain them. The replacement vectors of the rare terms are added to the original document vectors. Then, all rows for rare terms are dropped from all vectors. Only the common terms remain of the original term frequency vector space. By Zipf's law (Powers, 1998) , we know that this operation will eliminate a high number of terms and lead to a highly condensed representation. The performance of the replacement now depends on the applicability of the cluster hypothesis (Raiber and Kurland, 2012; Rijsbergen, 1979) , i.e., that documents in close proximity are semantically related. If the cluster hypothesis holds, then the centroid of the containing documents will act as a succint representation of all documents containing the replacement term.
The most prominent techniques for dimensionality reduction of text data in published literature are latent semantic indexing (LSI), see (Deerwester et al., 1990 ) and the related COV approach (Kobayashi et al., 2002) . These two methods are applications of a principal component analysis to text using unbiased and biased correlation measures. Factor analysis based on the SVD applied to automated indexing has been reported as probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999) . Updating operations for LSI are well understood (Zha and Simon, 1999) , and are also being developed for PLSA (Bassiou and Kotropoulos, 2011) , or other dimensionality reduction methods such as the kernel PCA (Mastronardi et al., 2010) .
Through the connection between PLSA and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Girolami and Kabán, 2003) , topic models are also related to dimensionality reduction. Positive matrix factorization methods are also used in various text analysis tasks (Zhang, 2010) . Structurally, the generalized vector space model (GVSM) (Wong et al., 1985) , is similar to RTVR because of the construction of index vectors by linear combination. The random index vector representation (Kanerva et al., 2000) is also based on cooccurrences, but operates on random initial vectors. Random projections can be used to further accelerate it (Sakai and Imiya, 2009 ), but this approach should be seen as complementary because it can be applied to other methods as well.
Our contribution is the following. In this paper, we rigorously define an algorithm for updating rare term vector replacement. Using our approach, both the replacement vectors and the reduced corpus matrix are updated directly. It is not necessary to explicitly recompute the projection into the reduced-dimensional space.
The remainder of this paper is structured as thus. Our main contribution is the updating algorithm in Section 2. Section 3 contains a theoretic and empirical performance evaluation. Lastly, we summarize our findings in Section 4.
Updating RTVR
Updating RTVR has to support the three basic operations of content management: (1) adding new documents, (2) changing existing documents, and (3) deleting obsolete documents.
The replacement vectors are weighted centroids, or weighted average vectors, of the document vectors containing their terms. The reduced document vectors are also linear combinations of the truncated original document vectors and the replacement vectors. At its core, the update algorithm is therefore a running average computation. We will use the mathematical notation summarized in Table 1 to describe the algorithm.
A key complication lies in the fact that the occurrence counts of the terms change. This means that some rare terms may become common terms, and therefore become part of the reduceddimensional, projected term space. Dually, some common terms may become rare terms, and drop out of the projected space. We will refer to these terms as promoted and demoted terms P and Q. For demoted terms, we need to compute the replacement vectors from scratch during the update. But for all rare terms that are involved in an update, in the old or new vector, we need to change the replacement vector. These terms are called affected (rare) terms A T .
We can represent changing a document by a tuple (i, v) containing a corpus matrix column i ∈ {1, ..., n} and a new term frequency vector v ∈ R m , where m is the new number of terms. The other two updating operations can be cast into the same form by introducing two abstract symbols. We let ν denote the pseudo-column for adding new documents, i.e., (ν, d n+1 ) denotes a new document that will be added as a new column of the corpus matrix. For deletions, we let denote
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index permutation to remove demoted terms e i i-th standard base We associate every update u = (i, v) ∈ U with two term frequency vectors. If the update is not an add document request, i.e., i = ν, it is associated with an old document vector old(i, v) = C 1:m,i . If it is not a deletion, i.e., v = , it is associated with a new document vector new(i, v) = v. We Algorithm 1: Preparing the Update delete or append terms in T , C, N , R, λ; N := N ; E := E; for u ∈ U do Used := Used ∪ T (u);
will need to identify the terms in the old vector T o (i, v), in the new vector T n (i, v), and the joint set T (i, v). All terms in the old and new vectors for the entire update U is defined as T (U ).
Our updating algorithm proceeds in three phases: (1) preparing the update, (2) downdating the reduced corpus and updating the replacement vectors, and (3) updating the reduced corpus. In Algorithm 1, we analyze a batch update and prepare the required sets of features and an index permutation σ to compact the reduced space.
Let us assume that we have a procedure Compact(A,m ,n,σ), which applies the permutation σ to the row indices of a matrix. If we have a matrix A ∈ R m×n and compute A := Compact(A, m , n, σ) ∈ R m ×n , it holds that A i,j = A σ(i),j . Let us further assume that truncation of the new elimination terms τ E respects the new index order established with σ, i.e., the implementation uses the global index permutation π mapping all new features to indices in {1, ..., k }.
We downdate the reduced corpus and update the replacement vectors with Algorithm 2. For existing documents, we downdate the reduced corpus by subtracting any terms that will change in the course of the update in Line 1. We then update the replacement vectors by adding the new document vector to any affected or demoted features in Line 2. Documents that do not change contribute to the construction of replacement vectors for demoted terms, which need to be built from scratch, in Line 3. These have to be inserted into rows k to k of the reduced space, as done in Line 4. We add in any new documents in Line 5 and normalize the resulting replacement vectors.
Algorithm 3 updates the reduced vectors by adding all replacement vectors that have changed in Line 1. The exception are the promoted terms on rows k to k , which must be added for all rare terms that were otherwise unaffected by the update in Line 2. We then handle all deletions and insertions in Lines 3 and 4.
Performance Evaluation
Regarding the asymptotic complexity of our updating algorithm, we note the following. Assuming amortized constant time for set testing and insertion (Sedgewick, 2002) , that the update is smaller than the corpus, i.e., U < D , and that the number of documents is greater than the number of terms, i.e., n > m, the update algorithm can be executed with a complexity of O(( D + U ) nnz k + mk ), where nnz is the expected number of non-zero elements in any document vector.
Since the performance is heavily dependent on the actual distribution of the non-zero elements, the observed performance may differ somewhat from this formal analysis. We have conducted performance measurements using an Intel i5-2557 with 4 GB or RAM running Max OS X 10.7.5. We have used the first 23,149 documents with 47,236 terms of the Reuters Corpus Volume I, version 2, in the pre-vectorized form (Lewis et al., 2004) .
We randomly selected between 12.5% and 50% of all vectors for the batch update, using the remaining documents for the initial build. Table 2 summarizes our performance measurements averaged across ten runs per row.
The results clearly show that the updating algorithm outperforms a complete rebuild with the original construction algorithm by three-fold to four-fold performance improvement. Because smaller updates require less processing in the updating, and the workload for the rebuild remains the same, smaller batches have a larger speed-up than smaller batches.
Algorithm 2: Downdating the Reduced Corpus and Updating the Replacement Vectors
Algorithm 3: Updating the Reduced Corpuŝ
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2Ĉ k :k ,j += t i ∈Old C i,j R k :k ,i ;
3 if (j, ) ∈ U then C = [Ĉ * ,1:j−1Ĉ * ,j+1:n ]; n --; Table 2 : Performance evaluation (rebuild time t R , build time t I , update time t U and speed-up S).
Summary & Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced an algorithm for updating rare term vector replacement. Our empirical performance evaluation demonstrates that batch updating is faster than a complete rebuild by a factor of three to four for our experiments. In our future research, we intend to develop hybrid updating algorithms similar to (Tougas and Spiteri, 2008) . These algorithms initially compute fast, approximate updates, which are only later replaced by exact updates for efficiency. The final PCA of the augmented corpusĈ reported in (Berka and Vajteršic, 2011) remains an open problem in updating RTVR.
